grammar pedantic alien
spacefaring aliens with ritualistic culture

exceedingly ruthless alien

plant-like alien

asteroid impact

attack from outer space

attack from outer space by neural parasites alien brought pandemic
attack from outer space by a world eating machine

global flood

dying sun

cyborg

slick of malevolent tar

retrograde civilization caused by biological warfare

man made pandemic
slaves to technology
everyone thinking themselves as gods
mutual annihilation
out of control scientific experiment

nuclear winter

man-made existential risk

atrophied civilization rise of the machines

sentient nanomachines

neural parasites

extra-dimensional alien

disembodied prisoner alien
disembodied brain alien

microscopic sentient life form
extinct interstellar civilization

transcendental alien

galactic master race
superior life form
god-like guardian of a primitive race

incorporeal alien

life force draining alien
being that feeds on neural energy

parasitic life form

ultimate war
everyone escapes to a fantasy world and civilization collapses

out-and-out disembodied alien

world eating space cloud
spacefaring plants space jellyfish
giant space amoeba living spaceship

invisible parasites

spaceborne life form

vampiric alien

radioactive space garbage scow overpopulation
polluted environment retrograde civilization caused by ice age

space gangsters space Irish
space Yankees space Scottish
space Greeks space Jews space Nazis

space pirates

localized time distortion
Mobius timeline
time speed up
2D space

non-Euclidean space

sonar-based artificial vision
hyper rejuvenation
external immune system

time travel

plug-in learning

suspended animation
cryogenic technology
disembodied brain the perfect soldier
out-and-out disembodiment
artificial human body
retarded aging
vision beyond the visible spectrum

human enhancement

remote controlled humanoid

mobile life support box

visual acuity transmitter

modular starship
ion space drive

alternate reality

Bussard collector

sleeper starship

starship technology

face patch

synthetic T-cell

invisibility cloak
multi-generational starship

starship that can fly within a sun

simulated personality
positronic brain

sex-droid emergent
sentient computer
robot helper

android

what if society were different

mind transfer

mind control device
mass mind control
mind control video game

human cloning

mind
technology memory wipe
mind linking device

what if question

mind reading device
mind-computer merging

stasis box

wacky sci-fi concept

matter transmutation

take-you-anywhere gateway parallel earth reverse aging
youthenization

telekinesis

holodeck
pain implant

sonic razor
agony booth

pain stick

life-support belt

universal

fictional gadget

immobilization web
pain belt
pain collar
translator

transporter

voice duplicator

disintegration chamber

pain buzzer

tractor beam
virtual reality suit
tricorder
virtual reality

globular cluster

supernova

pulsar

black star intergalactic void rogue comet
parallel antimatter universe reverse universe

dark matter nebula

space aurora

star desert

the multiverse

binary star system with a habitable planet

stellar nursery

what if I was accused of a murder but didn't remember

what if I suffered total amnesia and had to relearn everything
what if I had to go on a suicide mission

what if I found myself in a different body
what if I aged backwards what if I had to mate with a stranger

what if I found myself in a body of the opposite sex
what if I were a specimen animal in a zoo
what if I were a ghost
what if I lived an alternate life what if I had to spend eternity in limbo
what if I had a second childhood
what if I could swim in the ocean like a fish
what if I could hear thoughts
what if I could life in a fantasy world
what if I could shapeshift

what if I could do anything I wanted without repercussions
gas giant collision
tidally locked planet
what if I could move faster in time than everyone else what if I were immortal
wormhole galactic barrier parallel universe
nebula
trinary star system with a habitable planet
what if I could never go home what if I had a second chance at life
black hole
quasar
hydrogen cloud
universe in a bottle ocean planet asteroid belt
what if I had a super love potion
habitable moon
neutron star
what if I had magical powers what if I had super intelligence
rogue planet red giant
type 1a supernova
what if I had to spend eternity trapped in futile violence

what's out
there
habitable asteroid

what if my husband suddenly became possessed by a demon

what if I woke up in the future

what if I were stranded without food and water what if I woke up in a savage mirror universe

what if I had to fight to the death

what if my life werewhatdifferent
if I was controlled like a puppet

matter replicator

simulated reality handheld multifunction super gun
force field
food synthesizer
biological computer
antigrav unit
dream recorder

what if I was flung into an alternate reality
what if my life force was transferred into another person

what if I met myself

life force draining headband

kill button

mirror universe
give-you-anything scanners
rapid aging cellular metamorphosis computer simulated war
de-evolution
twin earth

fountain of youth

paralysis field

what if everyone did whatever they wanted

what if everyone turned into zombies

what if I faced an incredible situation
what if I was tossed into the past

mental conditioning technology

anti-time

binary thinking alien

telepathic alien

what if society consisted of only children

duplicate of a person

voice identification

mentally distinguished life form

spacefaring aliens with primitive minds

what if we all started shrinking in size

AI technology

sound masking electronic people registry
super high-yield grain LED lighting flatscreen TV
lie detector real gadget
voice recognition
teleconferencing machine dictation

telepathically linked aliens

collectively intelligent aliens empathic alien

what if our fantasies become reality what if the Nazis had won

collective intelligence
intelligence

nanomachines
sentient space probe
autonomous sentient tools

ultra-rational alien

emotionless emotion craving alien

what if we all lost our memories
what if the Roman Empire never fell

novel sci-fi concept

terraformed planet
geoengineered planet

world eating machine

thermophilic alien

gas giant dwelling alien
ooze dwelling alien

mega-scale engineering project

space colonizationspace library

hibernating alien
bilaterally colored alien childless reproducing alien
gender neutral alien
cyclical mating cycle alien

inhospitable environment dwelling life form

mining a planet from orbit
prison moon
stellar rejuvenation deep space telescope
artificial planet domed city
planetary cloak
Dyson sphere
floating city

magical amusement planet

alien with the body of a baby

biologically distinguished life form symbiotic alien

bedrock dwelling alien

starship that can fly within solid matter

asteroid deflector interstellar space travel

space stereotype

space Egyptians space Romans
space Native Americans
space Catholics
space hippies
space lepers

alternate laws of nature

time portal

space whale
space snowflake

energy vortex entity

novel alien concept

society corrupted through absolute power

unregulated autonomous weapons system

time loop
non-linear time

2D beings mugato
Lilliputians

immoral transcendental being

being that feeds on emotions
subatomic bacteria
parasitic bug aliens

galaxy-wide holy war danger from a new technology

shapeshifter

miscellaneous life form tribble

morally superior being

existential risk

doomsday device

annihilation by WMDs depletion of a vital natural resource

silicon-based life form

inorganic life form

electromagnetic beast

alien race segregated by gender
alien composed of autonomous parts

crystalline life form

gaseous life form

alien

exceedingly devious alien

metaphorical language alien

powerful conquering alien race

slug-like alien

supernova pandemic

stray astronomical object

culturally symbiotic aliens
über-belligerent
symbolic language alien
xenophobic isolationist alien
zoo making alien race aliens mired in institutionalized virtual war

fish-like alien
canine alien aquatic humanoid alien
reptilian alien

force majeure existential risk

global warming
mass radiation poisoning sun going
volcanic cataclysm

culturally distinguished life form

extremely religious alien

earth-life inspired life form

moon slowly spiraling into a planet
incurring the wrath of a god-like alien and being wiped clean out of existence
ice age
depleted ozone layer
attack from outer space by a world eating space cloud asteroid impact leading to nuclear winter rise in ambient galactic radiation level
attack from outer space by bug aliens attack from outer space by a giant space amoeba
botanical plague spontaneous planetary break up

attack from outer space by a powerful conquering alien race

giant ape alien

bird-like alien
insectoid chameleon-like alien

felinoid alien

what if everyone vanished and I was all alone

what if I met an historical figure

what if I met my double
what if I met the perfect mate
what if I was trapped in a novel

what if I were accused of a crime that I did not commit

what if my enemy and my ally looked exactly alike and I had to choose between them

what if the laws of physics were reversed

what if telepathy was real

what if pure evil existed

what if déjà vu were real

what if reality were different
what if the devil was merely misunderstood

what if time travel was possible

what if the laws of physics were different

